Spinal Cord Stimulation (SCS) is a treatment option for chronic pain patients. Spinal cord stimulation has been employed in the treatment of chronic pain for more than 30 years. The most common indication for SCS is the failed back syndrome with leg pain. Its indications have expanded beyond back and lower extremities pain to include axial low back pain, CRPS, mesenteric ischemia, peripheral neuropathy, limb ischemia, and refractory angina pectoris. The SCS has become a more versatile form of analgesia.

The number of wound complications will surely rise in conjunction with the increasing number of devices being implanted.

We describe a case of a well-differentiated squamous cell carcinoma occurring within the incision site of a recently implanted spinal cord stimulator early in the postoperative period.

The patient developed a rapidly growing mass within the leads incision. The mass was confirmed to be squamous cell carcinoma by biopsy. The mass was excised under local anesthesia with appropriate margins. It was determined that the carcinoma did not extend below the dermis, and that there was no involvement of the underlying fascia. The device was tested for proper functioning, and the leads were thus left in place.

While the development of skin malignancies in surgical wounds has been described in the literature, to our knowledge there have been no reports of a cutaneous neoplasm developing early in the postoperative period after spinal cord stimulator implantation.
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A 59-year-old male first presented to our clinic 5 years ago with complaints of leg and back pain. He had previously been diagnosed with complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS) type I of the left leg after suffering a coal mining accident. His back pain had progressively worsened since the accident. Physical examination and computed tomography imaging of the lumbar spine demonstrated multilevel disc degeneration, spinal stenosis, and facet arthropathy.

The patient's back pain was well-controlled over the next few years with lumbar epidural steroid injections, facet injections, and radiofrequency neurotomy. The patient initially refused to address his CRPS pain because it was a work-related injury. The CRPS symptoms, however, continued to worsen. De-
spite some initial reluctance, the patient agreed to be evaluated for spinal cord stimulator implantation.

After satisfactory psychological evaluation, the patient underwent uneventful implantation of a spinal cord stimulator (Advanced Bionics). A trial period was discussed with the patient preoperatively. The patient expressed a preference of immediate implantation without a trial period if good coverage of pain was achieved during the trial in the operating room. The patient understood and agreed to the risks of the possibility of failed implantation and the risks of implanting the battery. The patient was able to communicate during the procedure and due to the pain relief achieved reiterated his desire not to have a trial period.

Stimulating leads were placed at the level of T12 on the left and T9 in the midline, yielding excellent coverage of his leg and back pain. Preoperative antibiotic coverage of cefazolin 1 g intravenous was given to the patient 1 hour before start of the incision and the patient was discharged with antibiotic coverage consisting of 2 weeks of oral Keflex. At the 2-week follow-up visit, the patient reported excellent relief of his back and leg pain, and also that he had begun to taper his usual dose of oxycodone sustained-release 40 mg every 12 hours.

Inspection of the back incision (site of lead placement) revealed some faint erythema over the upper aspect of the incision. The patient denied any fever or chills. The patient also complained that this area was mildly tender. Although the patient had no constitutional signs and wound infection was not highly suspected, laboratory studies including a white blood cell count and erythrocyte sedimentation rate were drawn. These values returned normal, the sutures were removed, and the patient was sent home with follow-up instructions.

Approximately 3 weeks later, the patient returned to the clinic complaining of a raised area along the upper part of the back incision (same area). The neurosurgical service was consulted and examined the patient. A pea-sized keloid was noted near the upper margin of the incision, with an associated piece of vicryl suture underneath. The surgeon removed this small piece of suture under aseptic technique, and the patient was sent home. There were no signs of infection, and the surgeon did not feel that this small stitch granuloma would compromise healing. The patient was instructed to call if there were any interval changes before his next scheduled clinic visit.

Three weeks later, the patient once again returned to us complaining that the lesion on the upper part of the incision had expanded in size. General surgery service was consulted to examine the patient. The lesion had become increasingly tender to palpation and was measured at 2 x 1.5 cm. There was also a newly developed pigmented crust overlying the surface (Fig. 1). The patient was referred to dermatology where a shave biopsy of the lesion was performed. Biopsy confirmed well-differentiated squamous cell carcinoma.

The plan at this point was for the general surgeons to excise the lesion, and for the device to be removed if there was involvement of the leads. The patient was taken to the operating room and placed in the prone position. Both the lead incision site and the pulse generator site were prepped in the event the lead needed to be disconnected from the generator. It should be noted that there was no extension lead between the electrodes and the generator. The mass was excised under local anesthesia with appropriate margins. It was determined that the carcinoma

Fig. 1. Lesion with pigmented crust overlying the surface. This photo was taken after the shaved biopsy was obtained.
Squamous Cell Carcinoma Occurring Within Incision of Implanted Spinal Cord Stimulator

did not extend below the dermis, and that there was no involvement of the underlying fascia. The device was tested for proper functioning, and the leads were thus left in place. On completion of the procedure, the patient’s pain control remained excellent and he was very satisfied from the stimulator coverage and pain control, and he was discharged home.

With the size of the carcinoma and the surgery revealing no penetration of the lesion through the dermis, the surgical and internist experts’ opinion was that this was a primary lesion. Further investigation or further metastatic workup for an occult primary to rule out a metastatic lesion was not required, as squamous cell carcinoma grows locally by expansion and infiltration initially and when it metastasizes it spreads first to local lymph nodes. Plans were made for regular complete skin examination for follow up.

**Discussion**

A recent systematic review of the literature found the incidence of complication after spinal cord stimulator implantation to be approximately 34% (1). While equipment failure and the need for lead revision make up the majority of these adverse events, wound complications also frequently occur. As in all surgical procedures, infection and dehiscence may plague the early postoperative period. In addition, there is also the rare possibility of epidural hematoma (2), CSF leak (3), allergic reaction to components (4), and epidural abscess (1). Our patient developed a very unusual complication a few weeks after the procedure. The differential diagnosis of skin lesions recently occurring after incisions includes wound infection, hematoma, wound necrosis, stitch granuloma, seroma, or malignancy. Extensive literature search yielded one similar case of a cutaneous malignancy occurring in the surgical incision after a total knee replacement (5). While malignancy within incision sites has been reported in the gynecologic literature, these are generally found to be recurrences of a primary cancer (6,7). Metastatic carcinoma to the skin is uncommon occurring 5% or less of the time (8) with the most common skin metastatic histopathologies being adenocarcinoma and undifferentiated carcinoma while squamous cell carcinoma rarely reported (9). Squamous cell carcinoma of the lung (for example) will metastasize to the subcutaneous fat or dermis but this manifests as a subcutaneous or subdermal nodule. In the case under study, the patient’s lesion was clinically consistent with a primary skin cancer.

While initially perceived as a stitch granuloma, the rapid change in appearance and the increasing tenderness of the lesion prompted biopsy. Preoperatively, potential options were discussed with the patient including alternate pain modalities for the spinal cord stimulator. The patient desired a spinal cord stimulator because of the pain relief it provided in the past. The patient understood the potential risks of reoccurrence of the lesion and desired to take those risks due to his previous experience with inadequate pain control with other therapies. The plan was removal of the previous leads and re-implantation of new leads in a different location if the area of the lead was involved with the lesion and if, at the time of surgical removal of the carcinoma, the pain physician was in the operating room. The site of the lead and the battery incision sites were prepped for the possibility of removal of the leads. The leads were not found to be involved in the lesion and thus remained in place. The patient was observed in the postoperative period by the surgical team with no signs of recurrence of the lesion.

**Conclusion**

Spinal cord stimulation has been employed in the treatment of chronic pain for more than 30 years, and its indications have expanded beyond CRPS to include mesenteric ischemia (10), peripheral neuropathy (11), limb ischemia (12), and refractory angina pectoris (13). The number of wound complications will surely rise in conjunction with the increasing number of devices being implanted. Several recent studies in the literature have looked at methods to help avoid both hardware-related and biological complications (14-16).

Although our case is a unique example of an unusual surgical site complication, several lessons can be garnered. One, close observation and communication with the patient postoperatively allowed us the opportunity to intervene promptly. Two, early consultation with our surgical colleagues facilitated both the diagnosis of the cancer and timely excision. Finally, from a technical standpoint, our usual way to anchor the leads deep in the lumbodorsal fascia likely helped avoid subcutaneous involvement of the stimulator leads.
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